Abstract
Introduction
Due to wide spread usage of internet, the probability of threat to the conveyed information has been drastically increasing. So, there is a need to fallow more effective schemes in order to protect the data. Despite speed and integrity of the information conveyed over internet, secrecy and privacy are important factors to be considered. The most frequently used approach for information security is cryptography .More protection to the hidden data is possible through steganography in addition to most frequent approach. This technique further weakens the scope for possible attacks on the hidden data.
Embedding the confidential information with in a image can be done either in spatial domain or transform domain. Spatial domain involves replacing of pixel values with hidden information where as in transform domain, the entire image is subdivided into four bands i.e., LH,HL,LL,HH(L-Low,H-High)sub bands and this transformation takes place until desired levels depending on the level of security to be enriched for hidden data .Scope for varying compression degree and less loss in image quality are reasons for using JPEG as an carrier media for conveying confidential information.
Figure 1:Band division of an image
This article demonstrates how the conveyed information is protected in two phases.In the very first phase, permutation algorithms are used to encrypt the information. In the immediate phase,encrypted information is embedded in to JPEG format of image by adjusting the Quantization Table values .Thus we get JPEG image as output from this phase with regions of varying mage quality. Until now the process is carried out by the sender before conveying sensitive info.At the receiver end,the order of phases be reversed and then performed to get the original confidential data.One thing that is shared in common by both ends are keys used for encryption and decryption. 
Data Hiding and Extraction Scheme

Image Compression
Image compression can be done using either lossless or lossy compression techniques. Succeeding one is preferred for image of legal,scientific or political significance. Also preferred for archival purposes and often for medical imaging ,technical drawings,clip art or cosmics.The lossy compression that produces imperceptible differences may be called visually lossless. In DCT the entire image is divided into high and low frequency sub bands until the desired level is reached.Specfic quantization tables are used in DCT for removing the high frequency coefficients. Discardination of high frequency coefficients is done because it will lead to high compression ratio and reduced image quality.It is possible for different image models with equivalence quality to have different quantization tables. Two distinct QT's of photoshop and matlab respectively with same quality factor are as shown in fig 3 and fig 4. DCT coefficient set D2 is resulted by reevaluating DCT set(D 1 =D ij X q ij )and quantizing the D1 set again.the difference between the D2 and D1 is low when ever the quantization values q2 and q1 are equal.This is made clear in [6] .By processing the D1 with lower quality region results in the minimum difference in (2) . Specific regions of JPEG image are compressed with less quality q0 to hide the information.Thus the secret information is carried through the media by these low quality regions.
2.2.Principle behind data hiding scheme
difference=∑ i ( |d 1 i1 -d 2 i1 | 2 + |d 1 i2 -d 2 i2 | 2 +......+|d 1 i8 -d 2 i8 | 2 ) [i=1.....8](2)
2.3.Encryption phase
In this phase we use automorphism algorithm [2] to calculate the permutations of pixels in the hidden message. Automorphism algorithm states that for an automorphism of the secret message G=(V,E) is a permutation of vertex set V, such that for an edge e=(u,v),α(e)=( α(u), α(v)) is also an edge in the secret message,which results in isomorphic region.
A modulo operator encryption algorithm with a strong private key is used to encrypt a secret image as shown in the fig 5. Here we use modulo operator with parameter p=3 on the secret image for about 96 times(T=96) and finally the encrypted secret image is obtained as shown in the fig 5. 'N' is used as a public key for decryption at receiver side. 
2.4.Embedding Phase
In order to maintain the quality factor for each pixel in the secret image by embedding it in concern region of the image.S be a binary secret image holding MXN size.Obviously in binary images with S(i,j)=0 for low intensity pixels i.e.,those which are black in color. Similarly,for high intensity pixels S(i,j)=1.The host image is H of size OXP.
Figure 4:Image through Embedding scheme
Secret image and host image should hold same aspect ratio in order to maintain the constant shape of secret image during embedding process. Embedding process can be simply demonstrated with fallowing chart. 
Extraction Phase
Regions with distinct quality factors should be detected at the receiver end in order to extract the scrambled pattern from the host image.Rescrambling the extracted pattern and reconstructon of host image is done at this end using senders public key(M).
Considering the low intensity pixels were embedded in the lower quality blocks of host image,the extraction process can carried out in the fallowing manner.
R1 be the image received at recipient end. R2 is the resulted image by resaving R1 with lower Q factor Q2. Differed image can be obtained by substracting the R2 from R1.When differed image is scaled,blocks that are compressed with lower Q factor Q2 appear as black where as rest of them will be decoded as white blocks. Differed image will be very dark and appears to be blurred due to small difference between original image and resaved one.Hidden image can be extracted from host image based on threshold value as fallows. 
Experimental Outputs:
Let us consider an example to demonstrate certain experimental results.If we assume the sizes of original and secret images be 1024X1024,128X128 respectively.Permutation parameters (l,m) be (2,83) and for decoding we consider these pair as (2,109). 
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Figure 8:Example of embedding & extracting scheme:(i)original image(ii)secret image(iii)secret image after encryption(iv)embedded image(v)differed image after 25 times scaling(vi)extracted image pattern(vii)after decoding
The performance of the proposed scheme can be assessed through PSNR that is resulted by comparing Correct Decoding Rate(CDR) value, host image and embedded image.CDR is the ratio of no. of pixels decoded correctly to the total pixels in the secret image.Quality Factors considered in above figure are Q1,Q2 are 95,80 respectively where as PSNR value is that of 42.25dB.The image which is resaved undergo 25 times scaling . 
Conclusion:
Apart from traditional space like DCT domain, the proposed scheme is very practical.Switching from one QF to another along with encryption is done in the current scheme.For enhancing the security,encryption is used in this scheme and key strength is very important here. Embedding scheme with different QT's enhances the protection of secret info. hidden in image further.The practicality of this scheme is very open for maintaining secrecy and privacy of data that is being conveyed between two ends. More security and reliability are ensured through this scheme by using complex encryption procedures.
